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Italian philatelists were among the first to be involved into
collecting stamps by subject and a number of important publications released in the 1950-1960 timeframe document the
level of interest for themes like Flora and Fauna, Religion,
Medicine, Europe, Transportation, Sport and Scout. The
1952 First Exhibition of Sport and Olympic Stamps was celebrated with an Italian issue, as well as the following one in
San Marino (1955) that triggered the issue of two stamps. In
Rimini it was founded the CIFS (International Center of
Sport Philately), that was instrumental to the 1960 declaration of the International Olympic committee including philately in the cultural program of the Games. Three large international sport exhibitions were held respectively in Rimini,
Riccione and San Marino in synch with the Games of Tokyo,
Mexico City, and Munich.

Overtime specialized associations
have joined the
thematic scene at
national
level,
sometimes in conjunction with the
relevant international association on a specific thematic area, namely UICOS
(Sport and Olympics), AISF (Scout), Red Cross, and Masonic
Philately. Thematic collectors of the North-East area founded
the Associazione Tematica Triveneta, the only geographic oriented association in Italian Thematic Philately. These organizations publish regular magazines and, in some instances, important monographs.

Meanwhile a national association of thematic philately (CIFT)
was founded in 1963, based in Salsomaggiore Terme. Here a
thematic exhibition was hosted yearly, and became the reference for all thematic collectors. Important thematic shows
of similar relevance were held in Stresa, Montecatini Terme
and later in Mogliano Veneto and Cesena. These events
were important not only for forming as large set of exhibitors, most of them attending the event and discussing their
exhibits with the experts, but also for the frequent presence
of leading thematic personalities from abroad, as jurors and
seminar speakers. Furthermore on several of these occasions a special publication was published, with important
thematic articles both on general concepts and regulations
and specific themes. A major strength of the CIFT has been
its thematic groups, covering almost every major thematic
area and issuing bulletins for their members. The “Music”
group created the “Massari Prize”, at first national and later
on international, nowadays at its 16th edition. The CIFT bimonthly magazine, Notiziario Tematico, has been among the
magazines of the world through its 154 issues. In the last
year new initiatives have been
put in place, focused on an exhibition in Montecatini Terme at
beginning of November, aiming
at heating up the
interest of its
me mb er s
to
show, also addressing successfully new areas
(e.g. one frame,
mini-exhibits,
new
exhibits).
The coming exhibition is scheduled on 17-19
November.

The national exhibition patronized by the national Federation
in 1968 hosted for the first time a parithetic thematic class,
that was further developed in the national exhibitions held up
to 1980. Nowadays Italy national exhibitions are organized by
a local society with the patronage of the Federation, which
appoints a General Commissioner in charge of ensuring that
organizational and quality standards are met and regulations
are duly applied. They are normally two per year, one grouping traditional and a part of postal history and the other one
including thematics, postal history, youth and maximaphily; of
course this distribution may change due to specific reasons
The latest addition to both is the one-frame class; as the
standard frames in Italy accommodate 12 pages this limitations is sometimes a burden for exhibiting internationally.
Regional exhibitions represent the entry level; exhibits reaching 75 points are qualified for entering national exhibitions.
Exhibitors who got G and LG medals at either national/FEPA/FIP shows can enter a brand new exhibit for the
same class directly at national level. Awards encompass
medal levels from diploma to large gold, being the same medals granted at 5 points (national) and 10 points (regional)
lower than the the international ones. Since 1995 a yearly a
"championship" with regional/interregional semifinals and a
final, which awards the title of Italian Champions of Philately,
one for each class as well as for the Philatelic Society with
the greatest sum of points of its exhibitors.
Thematic exhibitors attendance is nowadays stagnating, even
some episodes have shown that a specific motivation can
induce a larger participation. With a few exceptions, interest
for entering international exhibitions has never been great,
even if at the two thematic specialized exhibitions held in
Italy in the last 15 years, Genova 92 and Italia 98, their participation was large as well of high quality. Sport exhibitors
are normally among the top performers at the Olymphilex
exhibitions, as the Music ones have being doing well at the
Massari Prize.
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